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SUNDANCE HOMEOWNER ASSOCIATION MEETING 
Board Meeting Minutes 
Date: January 20, 2009 

Time: 6:30 P.M. 
Place: 4055 Dawn Court 

 
 
Attendance: 
 K, J, McCorry, President; Shawna Phillips, Secretary; Amy Frank, Director, Olena Archer, Property Manager,  

 

The Board met with three landscape companies to review their process, understand their strengths and 
weaknesses, and to meet them in person. Each designer received an overview of the reasons why Sundance was 
interested in developing a master grounds renovation. They also were informed that we expect implementation 
to be a 3-5 year process, with the first year solely being devoted to initial planning. The results of our the 
community survey conducted in July 2008, and a view of the plat map of the SHOA community was also 
distributed.  

Jim Zarka OneEarth Landscape.  

Experience: Jim has done landscaping since 1978 and has owned his own business since 1990. Jim has 
extensive experience with Homeowner’s Associations and is a licensed landscape architect. He cited two HOA 
examples he has worked with Apple Ridge on Broadway and with Latitude 40.  He has a focus on 
sustainability, and has experience with decreasing lawn spaces in his design. He worked with the City of 
Boulder as a landscape planner for over 10 years and understands how a design needs to include nighttime 
safety. He designs space for people to develop community but always with safety in mind. He has two million 
business liability insurance coverage. 

Process: OneEarth landscape would help us by creating a master plan. Prioritize areas and water usage areas. 
Have an open house and gather ideas and a community charette (concept drawings in a group). He likes to 
prioritize the highest demands and compare logically the desires of the community and getting rid of the highest 
expense and what the community wants the most.  

Once the community meets, he develops an initial design and preliminary budget for board review. He charges 
$1000 as a stipend for the design.  

Jim is very organized and provided an example to the board of his detailed cost estimate that showed 200 items 
with high and low cost estimates. The Apple Ridge job came in under budget. He disclosed his profit margin as 
a 15% end profit (33% before tax) down to 20% before tax. They recycle and reuse as much waste as possible. 

We discussed the challenges that Jim has faced with other HOA projects. He has faced issues of everyone 
agreeing to an agenda. He likes to get people involved at the beginning and has a community approach.  

Bill Melvin from Ecoscapes. 

Experience: Bill has been in business for 8 years. He personally has extensive experience with plants, 
particularly edible plants/ trees. He teaches xeriscaping at the Denver Botanical Gardens and Resource 
Conservation. They have two designers (one with a degree in landscape design) and two foremen for 
installation. He has a team of eight people during the winter and 16-20 people in summer. They have minimal 
experience working with HOA’s. They started a 4 year plan with Stratford Park West located at 30th and Iris 
who spends about $30K on water. They are still in negotiations with Shanahan Ridge.  
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Process: We would start with an initial site inspection with EcoScape representatives and discuss in more depth 
and detail the goals and objectives of the common areas. He would rely on the board to get more feedback from 
the community and would not facilitate that process. Once this data was gathered, they would compile that into 
a design that includes abstract thoughts and ideas. Bill encourages his clients to entrust them with plant choices, 
sods species and irrigation. The initial design and cost breakdown is presented to a Board or a landscape 
committee. There is a set fee for design after site inspection which could range from $2000-$4000.  
 
They have a focus on functional landscaping. Edible landscaping and permaculture design is their specialty. 
Food and medicine and nut trees and herbs are his true love. Also native xeriscapes: plants appropriate for this 
environment. He believes with appropriate planting water bills can be cut in half. He has a naturalistic approach 
using native stone, builds patios, retaining walls and incorporates plants species and works to integrate them 
into a natural fusion. All materials get recycled or composted. The final result would be that the grounds would 
only have to be watered once a week. 
 
David Bailey (owner) and Trina Scholz (landscape designer) from Urban Oasis.  

Experience: They have been in business for 10 years. Trina, a landscape architect, used to work with Sundance 
resident, Chris Gallagher with the landscape company LDI. David is an environmental scientist. They have a 
smaller crew of 4-6 people in the summer. If there is a need for more detail work and more skilled people (more 
per hour) the expenses will increase. There is a head foreman but most of the communications will be through 
Trina, the landscape designer. The company is legally covered with workers compensation.  

They have worked extensively with HOA’s. About 1/3 of the HOA’s were unfortunately not organized or not 
clear on goals and therefore the project usually fell through. They have designed jobs at Stapleton in Denver 
and Lyons Valley Village in Boulder. They have a good understanding of HOA’s and have good sense 
designing for communities.   

Their company operates with social and environmental sustainability. They have a successional  seeding 
philosophy in the work they design. Dave sees their job as saving costs and has learned a lot in the years in 
terms of cost savings for HOA’s.  

Process: They believe in building consensus in the community by doing survey’s and review the initial design 
concepts. They usually prefer to have group meetings with the community and then develop a bubble diagram. 
The follow-up meeting an initial design would be presented to the board. They charge $65/hour for the design 
work. They will email K.J.an estimate to provide a range of cost for design work. This cost is then integrated 
into the installation cost so there is essentially no upfront fee. Once a design is complete, they have a 
community presentation in PowerPoint and 3D.  

The meeting was adjourned by the President at 7:30pm 
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